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In this study, an optimization procedure is proposed to minimize thickness (or weight) of laminated com-
posite plates subject to in-plane loading. Fiber orientation angles and layer thickness are chosen as design
variables. Direct search simulated annealing (DSA), which is a reliable global search algorithm, is used to
search the optimal design. Static failure criteria are used to determine whether load bearing capacity is
exceeded for a configuration generated during the optimization process. In order to avoid spurious opti-
mal designs, both the Tsai–Wu and the maximum stress criteria are employed to check static failure.
Numerical results are obtained and presented for different loading cases.
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1. Introduction

Fiber-reinforced composite materials are demanded by the
industry because of their high specific stiffness/strength especially
for applications where weight reduction is critical. By using com-
posites, weight of a structure can be reduced significantly. Further
reduction is also possible by optimizing the material system itself
such as fiber orientations, ply thickness, stacking sequence, etc.
Many researchers attempted to make a better use of material
either by minimizing the laminate thickness [1–23], thus reducing
the weight, or by maximizing static strength of composite lami-
nates for a given thickness [10,16,24–36].

In some of these studies, layer thickness [1–4,7,9–12,15,17,24]
and ply angles [3,4,7,9–11,13,15,17,25–29,31,36] were considered
to be continuous design variables. However in practice, composite
laminates are fabricated using prepregs with a specific thickness.
Besides, fiber orientations are chosen from a finite set of angles dur-
ing the design process because of the difficulty of exactly orienting
fibers along a given direction. If layer thickness and fiber orientation
angles are taken as continuous variables in an optimization process,
the optimum values should be converted to the nearest discrete
manufacturable values. In that case, the resulting design may not
be optimal; besides constraints may be violated. Due to these man-
ufacturing constraints, the design variables for a fiber angle or layer
thickness should take only discrete values. As opposed to a zero or-
der search algorithm, a gradient based optimization procedure may
fail to cope with the discrete nature of such problems. Moreover, in
typical structural optimization problems, there may be many lo-
cally optimum configurations. With a large number of design vari-
ables, the number of local minima may increase dramatically.
ll rights reserved.
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ez).
Composite structures having additional design variables such as fi-
ber orientation and layer thickness pose great difficulty in locating
the globally optimum designs. This is especially true for determin-
istic local search algorithms, which usually stick to one of the local
minima. On the other hand, stochastic optimization methods are
more suitable tools. Among their advantages, they are not sensitive
to starting point, they can search a large design space, and they can
escape local optimum points because they allow occasional uphill
moves. In this study, a stochastic search algorithm called ‘‘direct
search simulated annealing” (DSA), proposed by Ali et al. [37],
was adopted. This is an improved variant of the simulated annealing
(SA) algorithm [38], which is known as one of the most reliable algo-
rithms in locating globally optimum configurations.

As another difficulty in the design optimization of composite
structures, use of the Tsai–Wu criterion, which is one of the most
reliable static failure criteria, leads to false optimum design for
some loading cases due to the particular feature of its failure enve-
lope. In some studies [27,28], in order to avoid this condition, the
compressive strength of the material was taken the same as its ten-
sile strength. In a design process, assuming the material to be
weaker than it actually is leads to overly conservative designs.
For this reason, this assumption is against the purpose of design
optimization. In order to overcome this difficulty, we employed
the Tsai–Wu criterion together with the maximum stress criterion
and observed satisfaction of both of them.
2. Problem formulation

2.1. Problem statement

The structure to be optimized is a symmetric 2-D multilayered
structure reinforced by continuous fibers subject to in-plane
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Fig. 1. A scheme of the composite structure considered in this study.
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normal and shear loading as shown in Fig. 1. Accordingly no bend-
ing and twisting moments are considered in the analysis of its
mechanical behavior.

The laminate consists of plies having the same thickness. The
objective is to find the optimum design of the laminate to attain
the minimum possible laminate thickness with the condition that
it does not fail.

Minimize t ð1Þ

where t is the thickness of the laminate.
The number of distinct fiber orientation angles, m, is given. The

orientation angles, hk, and how many plies, nk, are oriented along
each angle are to be determined in the design process. Accordingly,
the number of design variables is 2m. The laminate thickness can
be expressed as

t ¼ 2to

Xm

k¼1

nk ð2Þ

where to is the thickness of an individual ply and nk is the number of
plies with fiber angle hk. The factor ‘‘2” appears because of the sym-
metry condition for the laminate with respect to its middle plane.
Because the plies are made of the same material, minimizing thick-
ness leads to the same optimum configuration as the minimization
of weight.

The orientation angles take discrete values; they are chosen
from a given set of angles. According to the manufacturing preci-
sion, the interval between the consecutive angles may be 15�,
10�, 5�, 1�, 0.5� or even smaller.

2.2. Analysis of a laminated composite plate

The classical lamination theory is used to analyze the mechan-
ical behavior of the composite laminate. We assume that plane
stress condition is valid for each ply. Accordingly, out-of-plane
stress components are taken as zero. With respect to the coordi-
nate system shown in Fig. 1, the in-plane stress components are
related to the strain components as
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where k is the lamina number counted from the bottom, Qij are the
off-axis stiffness components, which can be expressed in terms of
principal stiffness components, Qij, using the tensor transformation
rules [39] as
Q 11 ¼Q 11 cos4 hþ2ðQ12þ2Q 66Þsin2 hcos2 hþQ22 sin4 h

Q 22 ¼Q 11 sin4 hþ2ðQ 12þ2Q 66Þsin2 hcos2 hþQ22 cos4 h

Q 12 ¼ðQ 11þQ22�4Q 66Þsin2 hcos2 hþQ 12ðsin4 hþcos4 hÞ
Q 16 ¼ðQ 11�Q12�2Q 66Þsinhcos3 hþðQ12�Q 22þ2Q 66Þsin3 hcosh

Q 26 ¼ðQ 11�Q12�2Q 66Þsin3 hcoshþðQ12�Q 22þ2Q 66Þsinhcos3 h

Q 66 ¼ðQ 11þQ22�2Q 12�2Q 66Þsin2 hcos2 hþQ 66ðsin4 hþcos4 hÞ
ð4Þ

The principal stiffness terms, Qij, are related to elastic properties of
the material along the principal directions, E1, E2, G12, m12, and m21

[39]. Because, the laminate is only subject to in-plane loads and it
is symmetric, curvature terms become zero. Then, it remains flat;
therefore strain components defined with respect to x–y–z coordi-
nate system are the same for each ply regardless of the fiber orien-
tation ({e}k = {e}). For the same reason, the mechanical response of
the laminate is independent of the stacking sequence.

Stress resultants, or forces per unit length of the cross section,
are obtained by through-the-thickness integration of the stresses
in each ply.
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Here m is the number of distinct laminae in one of the symmetric
portions above or below the mid-plane, nk is the number of plies
in the kth lamina. Here, lamina is meant to be a group of plies with
the same orientation angle. Substituting the stress–strain relation
given by Eq. (3) into Eq. (5), we get
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where Aij, components of extensional stiffness matrix, are given by

Aij ¼ 2
Xm

k¼1

nktoðQijÞk ð7Þ

Given the loading, Nxx, Nyy, and Nxy, one may obtain off-axis strain
components exx, eyy, and cxy, using Eq. (6), and then off-axis stress
components in each ply rk

xx, rk
yy, and sk

xy using Eq. (3). Principal
stress components can be obtained using the following
transformation:
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2.3. Static failure criteria

Weight minimization of composite structures necessarily in-
volves strength constraints, because decreasing number of load
carrying plies eventually leads to failure. The structure must be
able to withstand the imposed loads without suffering any failure.
In this study, only the static failure modes are assumed to be crit-
ical for the laminates. The other failure modes, low stiffness, buck-
ling, delamination, etc. are assumed to be not critical.

In order to check the feasibility of a configuration generated by
the search algorithm during an optimization process, one needs to
use reliable failure criteria. A common approach is to use a limit
theory such as the maximum stress criterion. According to this cri-
terion, failure is predicted whenever one of the principal stress



Fig. 3. Safety factor calculated for a laminate subject to uniaxial loading (only
Nxx – 0) for various fiber orientation angles, h, using the Tsai–Wu criterion.
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components exceeds its corresponding strength. The failure enve-
lope for a ply under in-plane normal and shear stresses is then de-
fined by

r11 < Xt and r11 > Xc and r22 < Y t and r22 > Yc and js12j < S

ð9Þ

where ‘‘X” and ‘‘Y” denote the strength along the fiber direction and
transverse to it, respectively; the subscripts ‘‘t” and ‘‘c” signify the
tensile and compressive strengths; S, on the other hand, is the ulti-
mate in-plane shear strength of a laminate under pure shear load-
ing. Adopting the first-ply-failure criterion, the whole laminate is
assumed to have failed, if one of these inequalities is not satisfied
for any one of the laminae. Once the stress state in the principal
coordinates (r11, r22, and s12) for each lamina is determined, it is
straightforward to apply this failure criterion.

Although the maximum stress criterion is easy to apply, it does
not account for the interaction between the effects of different
stress components. Fig. 2 shows the safety factor calculated using
this criterion for a laminate subject to uniaxial loading (only
Nxx – 0) for various fiber orientation angles, h. Two different lami-
nate lay-up configurations were considered. One is a balanced and
symmetric laminate, [h25/�h25]s, the other is a unidirectional lam-
inate, [h51]s. One may observe sudden changes in the trend line as
one of the inequalities in Eq. (9) becomes inactive while one of the
others becomes active due to a small change in h. This does not
conform to the empirically observed trends. The reason for this lies
in the incapability of the maximum stress criterion to reflect the
interactive effects. We may also observe that for the balanced lam-
inate, [h25/�h25]s, the criterion correctly predicts that the laminate
is strongest for h = 0�, in which fibers are oriented along the loading
direction. The safety factor for this case is less than one; but is the
highest of all. However, for the unidirectional laminate, [h51]s, the
criterion falsely predicts the highest safety factor for h = 5�. This
means that an optimization process in which failure is assessed
based on the maximum stress criterion may stick to a spurious
optimum design for an unbalanced laminate. Although, coupling
between normal and shear strains occurs in an unbalanced lami-
nate, for many applications, this may be tolerated. A general design
optimization procedure should then be able to optimize unbal-
anced laminates. Accordingly, failure analysis should not solely
be based on this criterion.

The Tsai–Wu failure criterion is one of the most reliable static
failure criteria as it provides a simple analytical expression taking
into account the competing interactive effects among the stress
components. Its general form for orthotropic materials under plane
stress assumption is expressed as [39,40]
Fig. 2. Safety factor calculated for a laminate subject to uniaxial loading (only
Nxx – 0) for various fiber orientation angles, h, using the maximum stress criterion.
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Here the coefficient in front of r11r22, which explains the interac-
tion among normal stress components, is expressed in terms of
the available uniaxial strengths as the other coefficients. Since in
this form it does not require data obtained through biaxial stress
tests, the Tsai–Wu criterion is as easy to apply as the maximum
stress criterion. Fig. 3 shows the safety factor calculated using the
Tsai–Wu criterion. For the unidirectional laminate, [h51]s, the crite-
rion correctly predicts that the laminate is strongest for h = 0�. The
safety factor quickly decays with increasing h. However, for the bal-
anced laminate, [h25 /�h25]s, the criterion falsely estimates the high-
est safety factor as 1.065 at h = 10�. Actually, the laminate is
expected to fail. One may conclude that the Tsai–Wu criterion will
also lead to false optimum designs in an optimization process.

Considering the predictions of these two failure criteria for the
two different laminate designs, each criterion seems to compen-
sate the deficiencies of the other. By enforcing the satisfaction of
both criteria, one may find the optimum design in both cases. In
this study, both the maximum stress and the Tsai–Wu criteria
are used to assess the load bearing capacity of a composite lami-
nate with the hope that false optimum designs will be avoided
for any laminate configuration.

3. Methodology

3.1. Formulation of the objective function

Failure of any ply signals inception of failure of the whole struc-
ture, even though its ultimate load bearing capacity may not be ex-
ceeded. For this reason, this is considered as a design limit.
Accordingly, the first-ply failure approach is adopted in the design
optimization and safety of each lamina in a laminate design gener-
ated during the optimization process is checked using the Tsai–Wu
and maximum stress failure criteria. Failure is predicted if one of
the inequalities in Eqs. (9) and (10) is not satisfied for one of the
laminae. If a configuration generated during the optimization pro-
cedure leads to failure according to the failure criteria, a penalty
value is calculated and added to the cost function. The overall cost
function may then be expressed as

F ¼ 2to

Xm

k¼1

nk þw1PMS þw2PTW �w1SFMS �w2SFTW ð11Þ
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where the first term represents the total thickness of the composite
structure as given in Eq. (2); nk is the number of plies in the kth lam-
ina, in which the orientation angle is hk; m is the total number of
distinct laminae; the second and third terms represent the penalty
values introduced to increase the value of the objective function for
designs for which failure is predicted and thus to restrict the search
to the feasible design space; PMS and PTW are penalty values calcu-
lated based on the maximum stress criterion and the Tsai–Wu cri-
terion, respectively. SFMS and SFTW are equal to the safety factors
according to the maximum stress and Tsai–Wu criteria, respec-
tively, if they are greater than 1.0, otherwise these terms are equal
to zero; wi are suitable coefficients. The reason that the objective is
reduced for safe designs is that there may be many feasible designs
with the same minimum thickness. Of these designs, the optimum
was defined as the one with the largest failure load. Accordingly, the
objective function was linearly reduced in proportion to the failure
margin as in Ref. [5]. Similarly in another study [21], the margins to
initial failure were maximized with the minimum feasible number
of laminae.

The safety factor of the laminate according to the maximum
stress criterion, SFMS, is calculated as follows: First, the principal
stresses ðrk

11, rk
22, and sk

12) in each lamina are determined; the
safety factors for each failure mode are calculated; then the mini-
mum of them is denoted as the safety factor of the lamina, SFk

MS.

SFk
MS ¼min of

SFk
X ¼

Xt=r11 if r11 > 0
Xc=r11 if r11 < 0

�

SFk
Y ¼

Y t=r22 if r22 > 0
Yc=r22 if r22 < 0

�

SFk
S ¼ S=js12j

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð12Þ

Then, the minimum of SFk
MS is chosen among the safety factors of m

number of different laminae as SFMS.

SFMS ¼min of SFk
MS for k ¼ 1;2; . . . ;m� 1;m ð13Þ

The penalty value due to the violation of the maximum stress
criterion is calculated as follows: If a principal stress component
exceeds its respective strength, a penalty value is calculated.

Pk
X ¼

0 if SFk
X P 1:0

ð1=SFk
XÞ � 1 if SFk

X < 1:0

(

Pk
Y ¼

0 if SFk
Y P 1:0

ð1=SFk
YÞ � 1 if SFk

Y < 1:0

(

Pk
S ¼

0 if SFk
S P 1:0

ð1=SFk
SÞ � 1 if SFk

S < 1:0

(
ð14Þ

The total penalty value for the laminate due to the violation of the
maximum stress criterion is then calculated by summing up the
penalty values calculated for each lamina.

PMS ¼
Xm

k¼1

Pk
X þ Pk

Y þ Pk
S ð15Þ

The safety factor for the kth lamina, SFk
TW, according to the Tsai–

Wu criterion is defined as the multiplier of the stress components
at lamina k, rk

ij, that makes the right hand side of Eq. (10) equal to
1.0. Eq. (10) then becomes

aðSFk
TWÞ

2 þ bðSFk
TWÞ � 1 ¼ 0 ð16Þ

where

a ¼ ðr
k
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k
12Þ
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S2 � ðr
k
11Þðrk

22Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
XtXcY tYc
p ð17Þ

b ¼ 1
Xt
� 1
jXcj

� �
rk

11 þ
1
Y t
� 1
jYcj

� �
rk

22 ð18Þ
The root of Eq. (16) gives the safety factor. Because a negative safety
factor is not physically meaningful, the absolute value of the first
root is considered as the actual safety factor.

SFk
TW ¼

�bþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b2 þ 4a

p
2a

�����
����� ð19Þ

Then, the minimum of SFk
TW is chosen as the safety factor of the

laminate

SFTW ¼min of SFk
TW for k ¼ 1;2; . . . ;m� 1;m ð20Þ

A penalty value is calculated and added to the objective func-
tion, if the Tsai–Wu criterion is violated at a lamina.

Pk
TW ¼

0 if SFk
TW P 1:0

ð1=SFk
TWÞ � 1 if SFk

TW < 1:0

(
ð21Þ

The total penalty value for the laminate due to the violation of the
Tsai–Wu criterion is then found by summing up the penalty values
calculated for each lamina.

PTW ¼
Xm

k¼1

Pk
TW ð22Þ
3.2. Optimization procedure

In this study, a variant of simulated annealing (SA) algorithm
called ‘‘direct search simulated annealing” (DSA) [37] was used
to minimize the thickness of laminated composite structures sub-
ject to in-plane loading. The application of DSA search algorithm to
optimization of composite materials was explained in a previous
study [41]. In this study, a number of improvements were intro-
duced to increase the reliability of the algorithm.

In DSA unlike ordinary SA, a set of current configurations rather
than a single current configuration is maintained during the opti-
mization process. Accordingly, unlike the standard SA algorithm
where only the neighborhood of a single point is searched, DSA
searches the neighborhood of all the current points in the set. At
the start of the optimization process, N number of initial configu-
rations are randomly created within the design domain by ran-
domly selecting values for the design variables. N is equal to
7(2m + 1), where 2m is the number of design variables as men-
tioned before. The design variables are the number of plies in the
kth lamina, nk, and the orientation angle of the fibers in these plies,
hk. A number among (0,1,2, . . . ,20) is randomly chosen for nk, and
among (�90,�90 + /, . . . ,�2/,�/,0,/, 2/, . . . ,90 � /,90) for hk.
Here / is the interval between consecutive angles, which may be
0.5�, 1�, 5�, 10�, 15�, 30�, 45�. If zero ply number is chosen, this
means that no material exists for the respective lamina and this
lamina does not contribute to the load carrying capacity of the
laminate. After the initial laminate configurations are randomly
chosen, their objective functions are calculated. DSA like SA re-
quires random generation of a new configuration in each iteration.
A configuration in the neighborhood of one of the current configu-
rations is randomly generated as follows: First, one of the current
configurations is randomly chosen. Then, random differences are
introduced to the ply numbers and fiber angles.

n0k ¼ nk þ r1Dnmax

h0k ¼ hk þ r2Dhmax
ð23Þ

Here nk and hk are the ply number and fiber angle in the kth lamina
of the randomly chosen current configuration; n0k and h0k are the ply
number and fiber angle of the newly generated configuration; ri are
randomly chosen real numbers within [�1,1]; Dnmax and Dhmax are
the maximum variations that may be introduced to nk and hk to gen-
erate a new lay-up configuration. The lower limit for n0k is zero; if n0k



Table 1
Dependence of optimal designs on the chosen failure criteria for the loading Nxx = 100,
Nyy = Nxy = 0 MPa m, and for two distinct fiber angles (0 6 j 6 51)

Failure criteria used to
check feasibility

Optimal
lay-up

Half
laminate
thickness

Safety factor
for Tsai–Wu

Safety factor
for max. stress

Only Tsai–Wu criterion [�925/1022]s 47 1.0007 0.9142
Only max stress criterion [551/h0]s 51 0.6688 1.0168
Both Tsai–Wu and

max. stress
[0j/051�j]s 51 1.0091 1.0091
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is negative, a new random number, r1, is generated. There is no
upper limit for n0k. The lower and upper limits for h0k are �90� and
90�, respectively. If a number greater than 90 is generated for h0k,
180 is subtracted from this number. If it is less than �90, 180 is
added. Acceptability of a newly generated trial configuration, At,
depends on the value of its cost, ft, which is calculated by

At ¼
1 if f t 6 fh

expððfh � ftÞ=TjÞ if f t > fh

�
ð24Þ

Here fh is the highest cost in the current set. This means every new
design having a cost lower than the cost of the worst design is ac-
cepted. But, if the cost is higher, the trial configuration may be ac-
cepted depending on the value of At. If it is greater than a
randomly generated number, Pr, the trial configuration is accepted,
otherwise it is rejected. If the trial design is accepted, it replaces the
worst configuration. Iterations during which the value of the tem-
perature (or control) parameter, Tj, is kept constant are called jth
Markov chain (or inner loop). After a certain number of iterations,
the temperature parameter, T, is reduced, a new inner loop begins.
As Eq. (24) implies, when T is decreased, the probability that a
worse configuration is accepted becomes lower. At low values of
temperature parameter, acceptability becomes low; thus, accep-
tance of worse configurations is unlikely, just as the atoms become
stable, and do not tend to change their arrangements at low
temperatures.

In order to find the globally optimal design, one should be able
to search a large solution domain. For this reason, instead of giving
small perturbations to the current configuration to obtain a new
configuration in its near neighborhood, one should allow a large
variance in the current configurations. For this reason, the magni-
tudes of D nmax and Dhmax were taken as 15 and 50, respectively.
This means that the neighborhood of a current configuration where
a new configuration is generated is initially quite large. This can
also be considered as a logical consequence of simulating the phys-
ical annealing process, where mobility of atoms is large at high
temperatures, and thus the probability that atoms may form a
quite different configuration is high. Also, as in the physical pro-
cess, where mobility of atoms decreases as the temperature is low-
ered, variations in nk and hk are also reduced as the temperature
parameter is decreased; but the reduction scheme does not di-
rectly depend on temperature. The configuration that is worse than
all current configurations except the worst one is defined as the
worse configuration, and if no improvement is obtained in the
worse configuration during a Markow chain, Dnmax and Dhmax

are reduced. For other details regarding the optimization proce-
dure, one may refer to Ref. [41].
4. Numerical results and discussion

Two graphite/epoxy materials were considered in the lay-up
sequence optimization. One is T300/5308 with the material
properties of E11 = 40.91 GPa, E22 = 9.88 GPa, G12 = 2.84 GPa,
m12 = 0.292 GPa, Xt = 779 MPa, Xc = -1134 MPa, Yt = 19 MPa,
Yc = -131 MPa, S = 75 MPa. The other is T300/5208 with of
E11 = 181 GPa, E22 = 10.3 GPa, G12 = 7.17 GPa, m12 = 0.28 GPa,
Xt = 1500 MPa, Xc = �1500 MPa, Yt = 40 MPa, Yc = �246 MPa,
S = 68 MPa.

As discussed before, relying on just one failure criterion may
lead to false optimal designs. Use of a particular failure criterion
will have impact on the safety and optimality of the resulting lam-
inate design. Table 1 shows the dependence of optimal designs ob-
tained by applying the aforementioned optimization procedure on
the chosen failure criterion. The loading is uniaxial (Nxx = 100 �
106 N/m) and two distinct fiber orientations are permitted. The
interval between the angles is chosen to be 1�. If only the Tsai–
Wu criterion is used, the optimal design is almost balanced and
the angle imparting the highest strength is predicted around
±10�, following the trend shown in Fig. 3. According to the maxi-
mum stress criterion, however, this configuration is unsafe. If only
the maximum stress criterion is used, the optimal laminate is uni-
directional with a fiber orientation angle of 5�, conforming to the
trend shown in Fig. 2. According to the Tsai–Wu criterion, this de-
sign is highly nonconservative. If the Tsai–Wu and maximum
stress criteria are used together, the optimal lay-up design con-
forms to the empirical observations; i.e. a laminate under uniaxial
loading is strongest if all the fibers are aligned along the load
direction.

For some other load cases, the optimal lay-ups having minimum
thickness were obtained using the Tsai–Wu and maximum stress
criteria together. A range of values were tried for the number of dis-
tinct fiber orientations. Table 2 shows the optimum angles, the
number of plies oriented along these angles, and the total number
of plies for a biaxially loaded laminate (Nxx = 10, Nyy = 10, Nxy = 0
MPa m) made of T300/5308. For this loading case, quite a number
of multiple globally optimum lay-up designs were found. For two
distinct fiber angles, the optimization algorithm found [9047/047]s,
[8947/147]s, [8847/247]s, . . . , [4547/�4547]s, . . . , [147/�8947]s as the
optimal lay-ups having the same objective function value. This
means that the strength of a laminate having [9047/047]s lay-up is
the same for all in-plane biaxial loads having equal magnitude ap-
plied along any arbitrary x–y directions. For this loading case, ten-
sile stresses transverse to the fibers are critical. Because for all
these lay-ups, [h47/h � 9047]s, transverse tensile stress in each ply
is the same, they have the same safety factor, and thus the same
objective function value. Among the globally optimal designs,
[9047/047]s and [4547/�4547]s are balanced lay-up sequences; hence
they do not have shear-extension coupling. For T300/5208, optimal
fiber orientations were found to be the same, [h7/h � 907]s; but the
total number of plies is 14 as opposed to 94, because its tensile
strengths are larger. Stacking sequence does not affect the strength
of a symmetric laminate subject to in-plane loads since none of the
equations, Eqs. (3), (5)–(8), depend on z coordinates of the plies.
Therefore, [4047/�5047]s and [5047/�4047]s, for example, have the
same strength. In view of that, alternative stacking sequences are
excluded from the results given in the tables.

Increasing the number of distinct fiber angles did not yield bet-
ter lay-up designs. All of them have the same thickness (94 plies)
and the same safety factor. However, larger numbers of distinct an-
gles offered alternative designs. Among the optimal designs ob-
tained using four distinct fiber angles, some of them are the
same like [6547/390/130/�2547]s, [4520/4527/�4532/�4547]s, but
some are different like [9030/030/4527/�4527]s. Although the opti-
mal designs do not show any difference according to the fitness cri-
terion adopted in this study, some of the designs may have more
resistance to other forms of failure like buckling, fatigue, reso-
nance, or better thermal properties, which may become critical
for some applications. For this reason, being able to obtain all or
most of the alternative optimal designs is important for a more
comprehensive design process.



Table 2
The optimum lay-ups for the loading Nxx = 10, Nyy = 10, Nxy = 0 MPa m, and for various numbers of distinct fiber angles

Number of distinct
fiber angles

Optimum lay-up sequences Half laminate
thickness

Safety factor for
Tsai–Wu

Safety factor for
max. stress

2 [h47/h � 9047]s: [9047/047]s, [6047/�3047]s, . . . 94 1.0009 1.0050

[h47/a0/b0/h � 9047]s : [4547/830/320/�4547]s. . .[hn/h47�n/h�90k/h � 9047�k]s :
[2040/207/�7020/�7027]s

4 [hn/h47�n/a0/h�9047]s : [2040/207/420/�7047]s. . .[hn/h � 90n/a47�n/a�9047�n]s :
[6020/�3020/9027/027]s

94 1.0009 1.0050

8 [�1126/7926/�1220/7820/�171/731/a0/b0]s 94 1.0009 1.0050

16 [�381/521/�3528/5528/�366/546/�3712/5312/a0/b0/h0/b0/k0/u0/d0/c0]s 94 1.0009 1.0050

The material is T300/5308. (a,h,b. . . are arbitrary angles between �90� and 90�, k and n are arbitrary positive integers less than 48).
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The algorithm can find a global design or a near-global design in
every run even with a large number of optimization variables. All
the optimal designs had the same thickness of 94 plies with a
safety factor of at least 1.00089 for Tsai–Wu, 1.0049 for the maxi-
mum stress criterion. This shows the reliability of the algorithm in
finding the best solution among countless local optimums. More-
over, because the DSA algorithm uses N number of current config-
urations, it may find many multiple globally optimum designs in a
single run.

Table 3 shows the results for the case of pure shear loading for
two distinct fiber angles. Using a larger number of distinct fiber an-
gles did not result in a different lay-up sequence. For different
materials, different optimal lay-up sequences were obtained. For
these loading cases, because the safety factor for Tsai–Wu, SFTW,
was much smaller than that of the maximum stress criterion, SFMS,
the weight for the Tsai–Wu criterion (w2) was increased. Other-
wise, the algorithm might choose laminate designs with a larger
SFMS, but a lower SFTW.

Table 4 shows the results for the case of pure shear loading; but
this time the magnitudes of the compressive strengths are taken
the same as the tensile strengths, (Xc = �Xt, Yc = �Yt). This is the
way some researchers adopt to avoid false optimums when the
Tsai–Wu criterion is used. However, this approach may yield extre-
mely conservative designs as seen in the table. The optimal design
for T300/5308 is [0n/90210�n]s. Because shear stresses are critical
and the magnitudes of the shear stresses in 0� and 90� plies are
the same, any combination of 0� and 90� plies with a total number
of 210 plies is optimal. This thickness is far larger than the thick-
ness of the real optimum laminate, which is 81 plies as given in
Table 4
The optimum lay-ups obtained using only tensile strengths (Xc = �Xt, Yc = -Yt) for the
loading Nxx = 0, Nyy = 0, Nxy = 40 MPa m

Material Optimum lay-up
sequences

Half
laminate
thickness

Safety factor
for Tsai–Wu

Safety factor
for max. stress

T300/
5208

[�4523/4523]s 43 1.0206 1.4615

T300/
5308

[0n/90210�n]s: [0105/
90105]s, [010/90200]s,

210 1.0001 1.0001

Table 3
The optimum lay-ups obtained using two distinct fiber angles for the loading Nxx = 0,
Nyy = 0, Nxy = 40 MPa m.

Material Optimum lay-up
sequences

Half
laminate
thickness

Safety
factor for
Tsai–Wu

Safety
factor for
max. stress

T300/5208 [�4514/4527]s 41 1.0150 1.4577
T300/5308 [�6327/4854]s, [�2727/4254]s 81 1.0032 1.1637
Table 3. The optimal design for T300/5208, on the other hand, is
[� 4523/4523]s. Because, the compressive and tensile strengths
along the fiber direction are the same and the tensile stresses
transverse to the fibers are critical, taking Yc = �Yt did not much af-
fect the optimal configuration. Since the Tsai–Hill criterion does
not use compressive strengths of laminates, it also yield the same
nonconservative results.

Table 5 shows the optimal laminate designs for various biaxial
loading cases obtained using two distinct fiber angles. For the load-
ing case Nxx = 10, Nyy = 5, Nxy = 0 MPa m, the optimal lay-up is
[3727/�3727]s with 54-ply thickness. When Nxx is increased to
20 MPa m, strangely the thickness of the optimal laminate be-
comes smaller. This counter intuitive result can be explained by
considering the differences in the stress states. When Nxx is in-
creased to 20 MPa m and the laminate design is changed to
[3123/�3123]s, exx increases from 0.323 � 10�2 to 0.729 � 10�2,
eyy, on the other hand, turns from tension to (8.39 � 10�5) com-
pression (�0.237 � 10�2) due to Poisson’s effect. The stress trans-
verse to the fibers then decreases from 18.49 MPa to 15.85 MPa,
while the other principal stresses (shear stress and normal stress
along the fiber direction) increase. Because, the transverse tensile
stresses are critical, a thinner laminate could carry a larger load.
When Nxx is increased to 40 MPa m, the same trend continues.
However, when it is increased to 80 or 120 MPa m, a thicker lam-
inate is required.

Table 6 shows the optimal laminate designs for load cases in
which shear load is increased. One interesting loading case is
Nxx = 10, Nyy = 10, Nxy = 10 MPa m. In comparison to the thickness
of the optimal laminate for the loading case Nxx = 10, Nyy = 10,
Nxy = 0 MPa m, which is 94 plies as given in Table 2, the thickness
is quite low (11 plies). The reason is that the application of Nxy,
causes the principal shear and transverse stresses disappear for a
fiber oriented with an angle of 45�. Only tensile stresses along
the fiber direction remain, for which the plies are strongest. When
the shear loading is increased, the thickness increases, because this
condition is disrupted. As seen in the table, for three distinct angles
a better design is obtained, which have the same thickness but a
larger safety factor.
Table 5
The optimum lay-ups obtained using two distinct fiber angles for various biaxial
loading cases

Loading:
Nxx/Nyy/Nxy (MPa m)

Optimum lay-up
sequences

Half
laminate
thickness

Safety
factor for
Tsai–Wu

Safety
factor for
max. stress

10/5/0 [3727/�3727]s 54 1.0068 1.0277
20/5/0 [3123/�3123]s 46 1.0208 1.1985
40/5/0 [2620/�2620]s 40 1.0190 1.5381
80/5/0 [2125/�1928]s 53 1.0113 1.2213
120/5/0 [1735/�1735]s 70 1.0030 1.0950

The material is T300/5308.



Table 6
The effect of increasing shear load

Loading: Nxx/
Nyy/Nxy

(MPa m)

Optimum lay-up
sequences

Half
laminate
thickness

Safety factor
for Tsai–Wu

Safety factor
for max.
stress

10/10/10 [4511/a0]s 11 1.0883 1.0883

10/10/20 [4530/�124]s,
[4530/�784]s

34 1.0127 1.1489

[4427/433/�764]s,
[4627/473/�144]s

34 1.0132 1.1256

10/10/40 [4560/�2218]s,
[4560/�6818]s

78 1.0103 1.2076

[453/4456/�2119]s,
[453/4656/�6919]s

78 1.0121 1.2093

10/10/80 [43113/�2447]s,
[47113/�6647]s

160 1.0053 1.1853

[43111/442/
�2447]s, [47111/
462/�6647]s

160 1.0063 1.1850

The material is T300/5308.

Table 7
The effect of increasing compressive load

Loading:
Nxx/Nyy/Nxy

(MPa m)

Optimum lay-up
sequences

Half
laminate
thickness

Safety
factor for
Tsai–Wu

Safety
factor for
max. stress

10/�10/0 [314/727]s 21 1.0404 1.2068

10/�20/0 [318/8212]s 30 1.0156 1.1253
[41/515/121/8013]s 30 1.0172 1.1352

10/�40/0 [120/8925]s 45 1.0219 1.1104
[03/�117/872/�8923]s 45 1.0226 1.1112

10/�80/0 [318/9054]s 72 1.0150 1.1026
[�418/�872/891/9050]s 71 1.0007 1.0871

10/�10/10 [1918/�4811]s, [2618/�8711]s 29 1.0096 1.1855
[2115/224/�5010]s,
[234/2415/�8510]s

29 1.0145 1.1888

10/�20/10 [2021/�8415]s 36 1.0056 1.1331
[204/2116/�8516]s 36 1.0058 1.1410

10/�40/10 [923/�7626]s 49 1.0095 1.1020

10/�80/10 [520/�8454]s 74 1.0050 1.0915
[420/�8325/�8429]s 74 1.0056 1.0924

The material is T300/5308.

Table 8
The optimum lay-ups for the loading Nxx = 40, Nyy = 5, Nxy = 0 MPa m, and for various
numbers of distinct fiber angles

Interval between
orientation angles
(�)

Optimum
lay-up
sequences

Half
laminate
thickness

Safety factor
for Tsai–Wu

Safety factor
for max.
stress

1 [2620/�2620]s 40 1.0190 1.5380
5 [2520/�2520]s 40 1.0112 1.6914
10 [3017/�2026]s 43 1.0100 1.8556
15 [3023/�3023]s 46 1.0397 1.2318
30 [3023/�3023]s 46 1.0397 1.2318
45 [0107]s 107 1.0093 1.0328

The material is T300/5308.
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Table 7 shows the optimal laminate designs for various load
cases in which compressive load is increased. With increasing load,
the required minimum thickness also increases. For the loading
case Nxx = 10, Nyy = �80, Nxy = 0 MPa m, a better design with a
smaller thickness was obtained with four distinct lamina angles
in comparison to the design with two distinct lamina angles.

Table 8 shows the optimal designs obtained using various inter-
vals between the fiber orientation angles for the loading Nxx = 40,
Nyy = 5, Nxy = 0 MPa m. As the results indicate, with a smaller inter-
val, one may obtain better designs. Choosing large intervals may
lead to gravely inferior designs. If only 0�, ±45�, and 90� angles
are allowed, almost three times thick laminates are required to
bear the applied load.

4.1. Comparison with the results of a nonlinear programming

As far as the authors know, there is no study that formulated
the problem as in the present study. An investigation conducted
by Wang and Karihaloo [7] is similar to this study in that they con-
sidered composite laminates subject to in-plane static loads and
they used lamina thickness and orientation angles as design vari-
ables. On the other hand, they aimed at maximizing the strength
of a laminate rather than minimizing its total thickness. Because
they used a deterministic local search algorithm that employed a
nonlinear programming, comparison of their results with the re-
sults obtained using the algorithm proposed in the present study
may indicate the advantage gained by global search algorithms.
The present algorithm was modified to maximize the safety factor
and optimal lay-ups were obtained for a number of load cases.
Tables 9 and 10 show optimal lay-up sequences for four and eight
distinct lamina angles, respectively. Lamina thickness is not varied
and equal to four as in some of the example problems that Wang
and Karihaloo [7] considered. Although many multiple globally
optimum lay-ups were obtained, only one lay-up was given for
each load case. As seen in the tables, the global search algorithm
managed to find better lay-up sequences. The algorithm found
[45n] as the optimal laminate design for the loading case of
Nxx = Nyy = Nxy. This design has a very large safety factor. This is be-
cause Wang and Karihaloo [7] used a failure criterion based on
fracture mechanics taking into account transverse cracks that are
susceptible to cause failure under shear stress and transverse ten-
sile normal stress only. Accordingly, a laminate with [45n] lay-up
sequence subject to Nxx = Nyy = Nxy has theoretically infinite
strength since only normal stresses along the fiber direction exist.
Therefore, the result of the optimization for this loading case is not
surprising. Wang and Karihaloo [7] considered lamina thickness
as a continuous optimization variable in some other design optimi-
zation problems. Because the present algorithm was developed
considering thickness as a discrete variable, it was not possible
to compare the results of the optimization problems in which fiber
angles together with thickness were varied.

4.2. Conclusions

In this study, an optimization methodology for weight minimi-
zation of composite plates under in-plane loading was presented.
Methods were proposed in order to overcome the difficulties faced
by the previous researchers. The direct simulated annealing algo-
rithm (DSA) was adopted as search algorithm. For some loading
cases, many global or near-global optimum designs were found
to exist. The algorithm proved to be quite reliable in locating these
designs. In a single optimization run, the algorithm could find one
or more of them even with a large number of design variables.

When the Tsai–Wu or maximum stress failure criteria is used
individually, an optimization algorithm is lead to false optimal de-
signs because of the particular features of their failure envelopes.
On the other hand, when they are used together, false optimums
are avoided. Use of the Tsai–Hill criterion, which includes only ten-
sile strengths, or taking compressive strengths equal to the tensile
strengths leads to overly conservative designs.

For different materials, fiber orientation angles in the optimal
lay-up designs may be different for the same loading case. Thus,
one may not generalize the results obtained for a particular mate-
rial to others.



Table 9
Comparison with the results of a nonlinear programming [7]

Loading: Nxx/Nyy/Nxy (kPa m) Optimum lamina orientations Safety factor

Wang and Karihaloo [7] Present study Wang and Karihaloo [7] Present study

200/200/0 [62.684/�54.204/81.234/�1.964]s [50.804/�49.804/26.594/�49.734]s 1.59 2.14
200/0/200 [32.304/�56.614/�7.784/33.874] [31.7216] 1.86 4.84
400/200/0 [�27.464/57.584/�43.614/20.114] [30.984/�36.574/37.674/�37.204] 1.34 1.64
200/200/200 [45.454/51.724/43.384/39.584] [45.0016] 10.21 1.11 � 1016

Lamina thickness is constant and equal to four plies. No of distinct fiber angles is four.

Table 10
Comparison with the results of a nonlinear programming [7]

Loading: Nxx/Nyy/Nxy

(kPa m)
Optimum lamina orientations Safety factor

Wang and Karihaloo [7] Present study Wang and
Karihaloo [7]

Present
study

400/400/0 [�3.084/�90.008/�28.514/88.004/�28.494/�27.594/
40.054]s

[�73.684/33.574/�50.694/30.894/�51.558/30.758]s 1.70 2.15

400/0/400 [36.664/�57.684/36.474/90.004/37.314/24.584/
�57.774/31.654]s

[31.7216] 2.22 4.84

800/400/0 [�26.944/49.264/�37.544/40.094/�42.784/55.364/
�24.164/10.864]s

[�29.944/35.604/�36.694/36.3112/�36.758]s 1.40 1.65

400/400/400 [49.298/49.274/26.604/49.424/11.914/50.144/49.334]s [45.0016] 3.62 3.86 � 1015

Lamina thickness is constant and equal to four plies. No of distinct fiber angles is eight.
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In some cases, the optimal designs can be counter intuitive.
Sometimes, when one component of loading is increased, load
bearing capacity of the optimized laminate may increase. There-
fore, a design process for composite materials should not be based
on intuition or experience.

Usually, choosing only two distinct fiber angles is sufficient to
obtain the best possible design. In some load cases, different lay-
up sequences with the same objective function value were obtained
with a large number of distinct fiber angles. In some others, how-
ever, better designs were obtained with three or four distinct an-
gles, which have the same thickness but a larger safety factor. In
one case, a thinner laminate was obtained with four distinct angles.

If the available fiber orientations are scarce, extremely inferior
designs may be obtained. This is the case, if only 0�, ±45�, and 90�
angles are allowed. For this reason, the interval between the avail-
able angles should be small enough to be able to find the best design.
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